VR Federal Standards and Indicators
Montana 2013 Results
Draft

Standard #1: Employment outcomes

1.1 Number of rehabs
   Federal Requirement: at least as many as in the previous year
   Montana Results: 896 which is 66 more than last year
   Pass/Fail: Pass

1.2 Percent employed--Percentage of rehabs compared to all people who had plans written and were closed (Rehab rate)
   Federal Requirement: at least 55.8%
   Montana Results: 47.9%
   Pass/Fail: Fail

1.3 Employed competitively--percentage of rehabs who are getting at least minimum wage
   Federal Requirement: at least 72.6%
   Montana Results: 96.5%
   Pass/Fail: Pass

1.4 Significant Disability--Percentage of rehabs who are earning at least minimum wage who are significantly disabled
   Federal Requirement: at least 62.4%
   Montana Results: 84.7%
   Pass/Fail: Pass

1.5 Earnings ratio--Average hourly rate of rehabs who are earning at least minimum wage divided by the state's average hourly earnings for all employed people
   Federal Requirement: at least .52
   Montana Results: .65
   Pass/Fail: Pass
1.6 Self supporting--Look at all rehabs who are earning at least minimum wage. This item is the difference between the percent who report their own income as their largest source of support at closure and at application.
   Federal Requirement: at least 53.0
   Montana Results: 53.1
   Pass/Fail: Pass

**Standard 2: Equal access / Minority ratio**—service rate for minorities as a ratio to the service rate for non-minorities. Note: service rate is defined as the number of people who exited the VR program after receiving services divided by the total number of people exiting the program.
   Federal Requirement: at least .80
   Montana Results: .88
   Pass/Fail: Pass